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It's Huge!
 



- big
over 2,000,000 files

    5,500,000,000,000 bytes used of
   11,000,000,000,000 onboard
- growing
    9,000,000,000,000 bytes in queue
    UBIT adds diskspace as needed
- getting more diverse
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State of the UBIR



     Notis LMS 60 Gbytes
     Aleph was 300 Gbytes
     iPod 32 Gbytes
     iPad 16, 32, 64 Gbytes
     ContentDM 170 Gbytes

     UBIR: 11,000 Gbytes growing to
             17,000 Gbytes in 2013
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How big is huge?



UBIR = 345 iPod/iPads
UBIR = 183 Notis LMSs
UBIR = 64 ContentDMs
UBIR = 36 Alephs
UBIR = 1100 Gmail mailboxes
UBIR = 4-5 million ebooks
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Relativity



<photo of big mama elephant with baby 
elephant>

UBIR or Digital Collection?



DSpace
-scalable: unlimited capacity
-good batch loading capabilities
-large, technical user base
-Duraspace non-profit academic .org
-Preservation: checksums
-attaches unique identifiers
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DSpace vs ContentDM?



-limited volume 50,000 items 
-proprietary $$$
-non-technical user base
-easy to outsource
-slickified designer website
-more about access than preservation
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ContentDM



-Digital Collections are mostly
public image collections.
-Repository collections are mostly     
private data collections.
-ContentDM is maxx-ed at 50,000.
-Repository is unlimited.
-Repository backs up Digital Collections
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Repository or Digital Collection?



<picture of barn representing DSpace and 
art museum representing ContentDM.>

Storage vs. Museum



Procedures for individual faculty 
contributions.
http://hdl.handle.net/10477/3031

Brochure for 
marketing UBIR.
http://hdl.handle.net/10477/12792
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Scholarly Communications 
IR Task Force

http://hdl.handle.net/10477/3031
http://hdl.handle.net/10477/3031
http://hdl.handle.net/10477/12792
http://hdl.handle.net/10477/12792


2012-13 IITG grant project

Set up an e-portfolio site for SUNY students 
using VIVO and a DSpace repository. Teach 
students about Open Access. Report on 
degree of usefulness and success.
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SUNYport



Digitized a legacy book
Stored $6 million in protein data
Preserved Kamchatka Archaeology 
Making space for Student projects
Preserving Onondaga language
Preserving CFA video as hot backup
Preserving archive of WBFO
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Variety of IR Collections



Do all valuable projects

What is valuable?
-Special Collections projects
-data which cost money
-would be a great loss
-would be irreplaceable
-would be immoral to lose
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Vision:



- upgrade to DSpace 3.0
- update design
- expand import throughput
- collect metrics
- promote preservation but also
seek open access
- linkage with Libraries' website and  
search engines 
- DOIs
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Plans



- Big Data and Open Repositories
- Personal Archives
- Repositories as components of
  other applications
- Packaging of metadata for sharing   across 
systems
- Partnering with other departments,
like CURCA and  Career Center
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Future Trends



CFA







<the end>


